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MAC

Let HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW be integrity levels (ordered from the highest to the lowest), and Navy and Army two categories. Consider the following subjects and objects along with their integrity class:

**Subject** | **Integrity**
---|---
Colonel | (HIGH,Navy)
Major | (MEDIUM,Army)
Captain | (MEDIUM,Army,Navy)
Soldier | (LOW,Army)

**Object** | **Integrity**
---|---
Army position | (HIGH,Army)
Fleet position | (HIGH,Navy)
Number of army units | (MEDIUM,Army)
Number of navy units | (MEDIUM,Navy)
Cost of army units | (LOW,Army)
Cost of navy units | (LOW,Navy)

0.3p 1a Draw the lattice of classifications.
1.2p 1b Answer the following questions based on the Biba model with low-watermark for subjects:

1. Can the colonel read the number of army units?
2. Can the colonel change the fleet position, after he read the number of army units?
3. Can the major change the number of navy units, after the captain read it?
4. Can the captain change the cost of navy units, after he read the army position?
5. Can the captain change the cost of the overall defense (i.e., army and navy) units?
6. Can the soldier read the army position, after he modified it?

Justify your answer.

Hint:

• Changing an object requires ‘write’ rights over the object.
• Computing requires ‘read’ rights over the (input) objects.
RBAC

RBAC has been proposed to facilitate the specification and management of permissions compared to earlier access control models. Nonetheless, RBAC is not scalable. Briefly discuss the limitations of RBAC and conceive a situation in which these limitations arise. Discuss how these limitations can be addressed.

RT

Explain the differences between (a) rule-based trust management and (b) reputation based trust management. Afterwards, explain what they have in common.
Consider the following $RT_0$ policy.

\begin{align*}
A.r & \leftarrow A.t.s \\
A.t & \leftarrow B.t \\
A.t & \leftarrow C.t \\
A.v & \leftarrow A \\
A.v & \leftarrow K \\
B.t & \leftarrow B.r.v \\
B.r & \leftarrow A \\
B.r & \leftarrow B \\
B.v & \leftarrow A \\
K.s & \leftarrow K \\
K.s & \leftarrow B \\
K.s & \leftarrow C \\
K.t & \leftarrow F \\
K.t & \leftarrow G \\
K.t & \leftarrow H \\
K.v & \leftarrow L \\
K.v & \leftarrow M \\
K.v & \leftarrow N \\
J.s & \leftarrow J
\end{align*}

1. Find all principals populating $A.r$ (which means, compute $[[A.r]]$).
2. Write down the graph generated by the top-down algorithm when computing the semantics of $A.r$. (The top-down algorithm is also known as the "backward algorithm").
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